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To break up the lazy, hazy daze of summer, and because July has been deemed
“Anti-Boredom Month,” our WISE article for the month contains some fun activities, insights and
information. These may just boost your mood. They may also help you in your effort to stay
mentally and physically healthy. There is at least one activity for every day in July. Enjoy!
For those without computers, you may request printed worksheets to be mailed to you; call
Lindsey in the Church Office at 623-977-8359.
July 1

Today is “Postal Worker Day.” Our postal workers are heroes, especially this past year.
When you see yours, or the FedEx/UPS folks, give ‘em a shout out. Positive energy out
has a way of coming back to you!

July 2

Today is National “I Forgot Day.” This is the day you have the opportunity to send that
card, make that call, do that chore that you simply have been forgetting to. We’ve all
forgotten an event or a commitment. By acknowledging it to yourself and others, by
following through, will make awkward feelings disappear.

July 3

Today is “Eat Your Beans Day.” Apart from fiber, calcium, folic acid, potassium, and
protein, they are good for your heart and help improve your cholesterol. If you simply
don’t like beans (or their after effects), use today to make a plan to eat healthy and
heart conscious.

July 4

Today is Independence Day. Let’s celebrate our freedom and work for justice for all!

July 5

Today is “Workaholics Day.” Even though many of us are retired...we’re busier than
we’ve ever been...sometimes at the detriment of our health or our relationships. Today
is the observed holiday for Independence Day so take the day off and pamper yourself.

July 6

Today begins the a new Lectio in our Exploring Meditations for the Lazy Hazy Days of
Summer: Lectio Visual. Make sure you check out this idea of using visual arts to access
the Holy in your devotional time.

July 7

Today is “Father/Daughter Day.” If it is possible for you to call or otherwise visit with
your daughter(s), don’t let this day pass until you make the connection! If you don’t
have a daughter, try to connect with that special friend, offering a laugh and some
encouragement. You’ll both feel uplifted!

July 8

Today is “Chocolate with Almonds Day”. If you don’t like one or the other or neither,
today is the day to splurge on some decadent treat.

July 9

Today is “Focus on Breathing Day.” Our bodies are storytellers and reveal our history.
Trauma (past or present), health or mobility challenges, and our mental outlook are all
reflected in how deeply we breathe...or don’t breathe. When feeling anxious or
stressed, try this: In whatever position is most comfortable for your (standing-sittinglaying): Push all the air out of your lungs slowly (using a count of 6), then simply allow
your lungs to do their work of inhaling (don’t rush). Spend more time exhaling than
inhaling. Repeat this cycle for 5 repetitions. Then take a deep cleansing breath. Then
return to your normal pattern of breathing.
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July 10 Today is “Cherihew Day” a Cherihew is a 4-line whimsical biographical poem with rhyme
scheme AABB (first and second lines rhyme; third and fourth lines rhyme). Usually used
to poke fun at famous people. But we should not take ourselves too seriously either.
Here are two examples. Now try one written about yourself and then one written about
one of the pastors. Share your creations for a spot in the next Palm Leaf.
Martin Luther King was not a king.
He did not have horses, a crown, or anything.
He preached a lot and had a dream
Of everybody eating ice cream.

When Mahatma Gandhi
Aired some dirty laundry,
his wife said, “Have you tried
The power of the revolutionary Tide?”

July 11 Today is “Cheer Somebody Up Day.” This is pretty self explanatory. Go on! You can do it!
July 12 Today is “Simplicity Day.” Thoreau said, “As you simplify your life, the laws of the
universe will be simpler. Today, declutter, slow down, turn off the TV, complete that
nagging task you have been avoiding so that tomorrow you will not stress!
July 13 Today is “Embrace Your Geekness Day.” We all have those qualities/likes or dislikes that
no one else can understand. Today is the day you can learn to embrace with pride those
passions, dreams, and imagination that makes you...YOU! Also, tune into the new
Lectio Visual.
July 14 Today we “Focus On Grounding.” To be grounded is to be present in the moments of
your day and have the sense that you are on a firm foundation mentally and
emotionally. Our trauma (past or present), anxiety, harmful urges or substance use
disorder all play a part in UN-grounding us. Try these grounding techniques: Place your
hands under running water, adjusting the temperature from cold to warm and then cold
OR pick up/touch the items near you. Really engage in the feeling created by the
sensations created by the water or by the items. Engage with the colors of the items or
imagine the water as a calming color such as blue, pink, violet or green.
July 15 Today is “Pet Safety Day.” Pets are a part of the family for sure! Have you made a plan
for them in case of fire or other disaster? Have you made arrangements for them upon
your incapacitation or death or...? Today is the day to make sure your furry, feathery, or
otherwise beloved pet is protected when you can’t be there for them.
July 16 Today is “Learn How to Re-socialize After Isolation.” We have all been isolated during the
last 18+ months of COVID. There are also those who may be returning to normal life
after a long hospitalization or having been incarcerated. No matter what has kept us
away from normal socializing, it can cause stress and anxiety. Here are some tips for
coping with re-socialization: In safe and trusted environments, enter into small-group
activities. As your mind and body adjust to being with people, increase the frequency of
times you participate. As you continue the process of re-socialization, you can participate
in larger gatherings. Be gentle with yourself and others. There is no harm in alternating
the size of groups with which you interact. It may take time to readjust your comfort
level. Allow yourself time to prepare mentally before you “go out.” You can use the
grounding and breathing techniques found in this calendar.
July 17 Today is “Toss Away the Could Haves & Should Haves” Day. Today is the day to embrace
the here and now, living in the moment. Tomorrow is not promised and the past cannot
be changed. Therefore, live each day to the fullest and know that every new day is a
blessing.
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July 18 Today is “Focus on Breathing Day.” Breathing from your diaphragm can help reduce
fatigue and anxiety. Sit in a comfortable chair or lay down with pillows under your head
and knees. Put one hand under your rib cage and one hand over your heart. Inhale and
exhale through your nose, noticing how or if your stomach and chest move as you
breathe. If your chest is moving more that your stomach, move the hand that is under
your rib cage down to your belly button. Now inhale through your nose and concentrate
on making your stomach lift your hand. Your chest should remain relatively still. Try this
exercise four times a day, using 3-5 repetitions. Low and slow breaths...that’s the ticket!
July 19 Today is “Get Out of the Doghouse Day.” Have you been put in the doghouse? Have you
put someone there because of an unkind word or deed? Sometimes the “heat of the
moment” causes us to say or do things that damage relationships. Left unaddressed, the
damage not only destroys our relationships, but begins to eat away at our ability to be at
peace and harmony within ourselves. Celebrate today by going after the damaged
relationship like a dog on a bone...talk things out! If you sent someone to the doghouse,
go mend. If someone put you in the doghouse, go mend. You’ll feel better!!
July 20 Today is “Take a Nap Day.” Incidentally, it is also “Get a Massage Week.” There are
times when the only thing that will help our mental wellness due to the stress and
fatigue of the day (or week) is to get more rest. Yes, it is only Tuesday. But some extra
rest today will help you throughout the remainder of this week! You might also reward
yourself by getting an appointment for a massage to work out those kinks!! Wouldn’t
that be a great Friday treat?? Also, tune into the new Lectio Visual.
July 21 Today is “Ice Cream Day” and “Be Someone Day.” Believe it or not, these two things really go together. Here’s how: Take 10 seconds to make a difference in a child’s life.
Praise and honor a child or someone who is in pain. Be ready to respond when someone
confides in you that they have been/are being abused. When you see the pain in
someone’s eyes, provide a word of encouragement, comfort and share come ice cream
just to sweeten the experience. Who knows, you may just save a life. Use
#BeSomeoneDay in your social media post and tell your Be Someone Day story.
July 22 Today we “Focus On Grounding.” Review July 14th’s grounding technique. If that was
not helpful, try this: Savor a Scent - a cup of tea, a favorite soap, or a candle,
flowers...inhale slowly and try to note its qualities (sweet, spicy, etc). Listen to the
Surroundings - birds singing, dogs barking, music, a language different from your own.
Whether scents or sounds, allow yourself to linger in the moment and let their effects
remind you of where you are - feel the gravity under your body embracing you.
July 23 Today is “Gorgeous Grandma Day.” This day can be observed in one of two different
ways. If you’re a gorgeous grandma, you can treat yourself to a day at the spa or
perhaps a day out shopping. If you’re not a grandma, then you can acknowledge the
grandmas in your life, define the beauty within yourself and celebrate it, or at the very
least, use the hashtag #NationalGorgeousGrandmaDay on your social media accounts to
give a shout-out to all of the gorgeous grandmas out there.
July 24 Today is “Tell an Old Joke—Laughter Day.”. They say laughter is the best medicine! That
being the case, share those jokes or puns that you’ve got floating around in your head
with others! Pretty soon you will be laughing right along with your audience. If you
don’t know any good jokes, here are 101. Memorize a few and take ‘em on the road
today! https://parade.com/1041830/marynliles/clean-jokes/
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July 25 Today is “Health and Happiness with Hypnosis”. Maybe you have tried a variety of techniques to eliminate anxiety, depression, stress, or pain control but nothing seems to have
worked. In the right settings and with licensed professionals, this type of therapy can help
you experience changes in sensations, perceptions, thoughts or behaviors. Sun City and
Sun City West have 10 “top rated” hypnotherapists ready to help you.
July 26 Today is “Disability Independence Day”. The ADA empowers people with disabilities
to stand up for their rights. Give shout outs to accessible businesses and organizations.
Get inspired, too! Read the story of Ed Roberts, a pioneer and leader in disabilities rights.
Because The Palms is committed to social justice you can unite with individuals with
disabilities by using #DisabilityIndependenceDay to share on social media all day today.
As we speak up and speak out for each other, our own mental wellness is enhanced.

July 27 Today is “Love is Kind Day”. May we all spread love and kindness everyday. But, make
that the focus of today as you go about your tasks, exchange negative thoughts and words
with positive words of kindness and love. Being kind to others starts with being kind and
loving to yourself. Set healthy boundaries for yourself starting with the mantra, “I deserve
to be treated with kindness.” Even if you have not been abused, bullied, harassed or
assaulted, you will always respond better to loving and kind words rather than negative
ones. If you are aware or concerned about someone who has been or is being abused,
bullied, harassed or assaulted, consider reporting it to the proper authorities. Here is a
valuable resource: ARIZONA COALITION. Make sure to check out the new Lectio Visual.
July 28 Today is “World Hepatitis Day”. With a person dying every 30 seconds from

hepatitis related illnesses – even in the current COVID-19 crisis – we can’t wait to
act on viral hepatitis.
·
·
·
·
·
·

People living with viral hepatitis unaware can’t wait for testing
People living with hepatitis can’t wait for life saving treatments
Expectant mothers can’t wait for hepatitis screening and treatment
Newborn babies can’t wait for birth dose vaccination
People affected by hepatitis can’t wait to end stigma and discrimination
Community organizations can’t wait for greater investment

If you are a person with hepatitis suffering in silence because of the stigma
associated with the disease, you can benefit from many of the Tools2Thrive
resources on our website. Any disease carries with it tremendous mental and
psychological stresses. We can all help end hepatitis in all it’s forms. Here’s how.
July 29 Today is “Focus on Breathing Day” Review the techniques from July 9th or July 18th and
practice. Now try this:
One form of breathing stems from the ancient practice of pranayama yoga is equal
breathing. This means you’re inhaling for the same amount of time as you’re exhaling.
While sitting or lying-down position, get
comfortable. Shut your eyes and pay attention
to the way you normally breathe for several breaths. Then, slowly count 1-2-3-4 as you
inhale through your nose. Exhale for the same four-second count. As you inhale and
exhale, be mindful of the feelings of fullness and emptiness in your lungs. As you continue
practicing equal breathing, your second count might vary. Be sure to keep your inhale and
exhale the same.
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July 30 Today is “Friendship Day.” Celebrate a friend by telling them how much you appreciate
them. Since many of us have had our vaccines for COVID-19, we can now share a meal,
take a walk or take them a gift. You might start a new activity or tradition with your
friend or lend them a helping hand. If your friend is reading this list of activities and
decided to beat you to the punch for Friendship Day, graciously accept the meal, walk,
gift or helping hand. It will do you both a world of good!
July 31 Today is “Uncommon Instrument Awareness Day.” The easiest way to celebrate
Uncommon Instrument Awareness Day is simply to take some time researching the
many and varied instruments of the musical world. From the Singing Ringing Tree to the
Gameleste, there are more instruments in the world than you can even begin to fathom.
Uncommon Instrument Awareness Day encourages you to get out there and learn about
them, who knows, you may even find an instrument that calls you to play it. So get out
there and explore the musical world, and maybe find yourself a new hobby or passion,
it’s high time the world had another high profile Holophonor player. If music calms the
savage beast, imagine what it can do for you!! Here is a list of some uncommon musical
instruments. We are instruments too. Be an instrument of peace to those who come your
way today.
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